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2019 Glaetzer Amon-Ra

2019 Glaetzer Anaperenna

The 2019 Amon Ra Shiraz is 100% Shiraz
and 100% from the 2019 vintage, as Ben
Glaetzer felt it – unlike many previous
vintages – didn’t need to be freshened
with a small proportion of younger
wine. From old vines in the Ebenezer
district of the northern Barossa Valley,
it offers classic notes of blackberries
and spice, framed by hints of cedar and
vanilla (it’s aged in 100% new oak
hogsheads, mostly French). It’s fullbodied yet crisp, supple but tight and
really long. Offering lovely dark fruit,
hints of espresso and black olive, it
finishes mouthwatering and firm. Give it
some time in the cellar and drink it from
2025 – 2040.

The 2019 Anaperenna Shiraz-Cabernet
Sauvignon is an 84-16 blend, all
sourced from the northern end of the
Barossa Valley. Bottled in October
2020 and scheduled to be released in
October 2021, it features lovely lift and
delicate herbal nuances on the nose,
plus hints of red and black currants and
blackberries. Full-bodied and supple,
it’s also crisp, long and velvety on the
finish, picking up delicious nuances of
vanilla, dark chocolate and bright, fresh
fruit.
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96+ POINTS
2019 Glaetzer Bishop

2019 Glaetzer Wallace

The 2019 Bishop Shiraz is all Shiraz and
all from the Ebenezer district of the
northern Barossa Valley. Aged almost
exclusively in second, third and fourth
use oak (mostly French), it features
slight herbal overtones to the black
cherry and black olive notes. It’s
medium to full-bodied on the palate,
supple, generous and reasonably
concentrated, folding in hints of
peppery spice and mocha shadings on
the velvety, mouthwatering finish.

A pretty typical blend of 78% Shiraz
(aged in older oak) and 22% Grenache
(matured only in stainless steel), the
2019 Wallace Shiraz-Grenache comes
across as a bit tarry on first opening,
followed by plummy, blackberry fruit,
with more savory tones of black olive
and bright blueberries on the medium
to full-bodied palate. Not overly rich or
extracted, this is a fine, silky offering
that can be consumed over the next
half-dozen years or so.
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